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TAGGEDPA B S T R A C T

We review the 9th NLTE code comparison workshop, which was held in the Jussieu campus, Paris, from
November 30th to December 4th, 2015. This time, the workshop was mainly focused on a systematic inves-
tigation of iron NLTE steady-state kinetics and emissivity, over a broad range of temperature and density.
Through these comparisons, topics such as modeling of the dielectronic processes, density effects or the
effect of an external radiation field were addressed. The K-shell spectroscopy of iron plasmas was also
addressed, notably through the interpretation of tokamak and laser experimental spectra.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

TaggedPVarious physical situations involve plasmas which cannot be
described using the hypothesis of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
(LTE). These include for instance the case of low-density plasmas
which are not optically thick, or with a non-Planckian radiation
drive, or the case of collisional plasmas with non-Maxwellian free-
electron energy distributions. Consequently, Non-LTE (NLTE) plasma
physics has a number of applications, among which are the design of
indirect-drive laser-experiments [1], the problem of radiating impu-
rities in tokamak discharges [2], the design of X-ray sources [3�5],
the interpretation of plasma spectroscopy experiments [6], or the
modeling of some astrophysical plasmas [7,8].
2. The NLTE workshops

TaggedPThe series of NLTE code comparison workshops [9�14] gathers,
every two years, specialists of NLTE plasmas from all over the world.
This workshop is dedicated to the investigation of the modeling of
TaggedPNLTE plasmas through the comparisons of results from different
numerical codes. Current issues of NLTE plasma modeling are
addressed and some experimental studies of NLTE plasmas are pre-
sented. The community of researchers who are involved in NLTE
plasma modeling is rather small and this workshop gives them a
unique opportunity to meet and discuss the latest improvements of
their models and numerical codes. This workshop also allows new-
comers to the field to quickly get an overview of the models that
are implemented, methods that are used, and current main issues,
which is not easy to figure out reading the literature.

TaggedPThe workshop proceeds as follows. Several months in advance,
the scientific board sets a list of well-defined physical cases to study.
The elements under study, electron densities, temperatures, and
radiation fields are specified, as well as all supplementary informa-
tion needed to precisely define the physical situations of interest. All
of this information is specified in a call for submission, which also
includes the format of the data that the contributors are expected to
provide. People who wish to contribute to the workshop then run
their codes, modifying them if necessary to treat the current cases of
interest, and generate data that are collected in the workshop data-
base. Shortly after the deadline for submissions, the database is
made accessible to all contributors, especially to the case-leaders,
who are charged with providing analyses and leading discussions on
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ig. 1. (Color online) Plasma conditions of the NLTE-9 cases (without radiation drive).
ots correspond to the regular cases, squares correspond to the mini-test-cases. The
emperature and density ranges of the best-fit interpretation of experimental spectra
re also shown. The contours depict the regions corresponding to coronal equilibrium,
TE, non-negligible density effects, and non-negligible effects of dielectronic pro-
esses (dashed contour), respectively. These contours correspond to a 0.15 change of
he mean ionization. The color map corresponds to the effect of dielectronic processes
n the mean ionization. Calculations for this figure were done with the DEDALE code
6].

Table 2
Table of codes and contributors (alphabetical order, participants are in
bold font, affiliation list in appendix).

Code Refs Contributors

ATLANTIS M. Mendozak, J. Rubianoj, k,
R. Floridoj, k, J. Gilj, k,
R. Rodriguezj, k, P. Martelj, k,
A. Benitaj, E. Minguezj

ATMED [17] A. Benitaj, E. Minguezj,
M. Mendozak, J. Rubianoj, k,
R. Floridoj, k, J. Gilj, k,
R. Rodriguezj, k, P. Martelj, k

ATOMIC [18,19] J. Abdallahd, J. Colgand,
C. J. Fontesd, H. L. Zhangd

AVERROES [20�22] C. Bowena, F. Gillerona

O. Peyrussel, R. Pirona

CANPS Z. Wum

CLOUDY [23] G. Ferlandn, F. Guzmann

CORH9 [24] M. Poiriero

CRAC E. Stambulchikh

CRETIN [25] H.A. Scottg,M. Hohenseeg

DEDALE [26] F. Gillerona, R. Pirona

DLAYZ [27] J.M. Yuanp, J.L. Zengp
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TaggedPthe cases. Some of the contributors then meet during 4�5 days in
order to present the latest developments in their numerical codes
and discuss the results that were submitted. Correction of errors and
bugs is possible, as contributors may resubmit their data even after
the meeting.

TaggedPIn order to prevent improper use of the results and to stimulate
discussions, without hiding of the model and code caveats, a set of
deontological rules was adopted:

TaggedP� Only contributors can attend the workshop. Contribution can
mean submission of results from a NLTE code or co-authorship
of a code used to submit data. It can also mean the providing of
experimental data used for comparisons. A few people may also
be invited to give a talk on a specific topic.

TaggedP� Only anonymized data from the workshop are publicly available,
that is, data without attribution of results to specific codes. Con-
tributors can only use the anonymized data in their publications,
until they get an agreement of everyone involved. Of course they
can freely use their own data.

TaggedPThe 9th edition of the NLTE workshop was held in the Jussieu
campus, Paris, from November 30th to December 4th, 2015. Despite
the tragic events that occurred in Paris on November 13th, 24 partic-
ipants actually attended the meeting, which was the highest number
ever reached. In addition to the case studies, this workshop included
an invited talk by K. Fournier on the X-ray spectroscopy experiments
on the National Ignition Facility, a special session on the use of the
HULLAC [15] and FAC [16] detailed atomic physics packages, a few
topical talks, and a posthumous tribute to V. G. Novikov.

TaggedPIn the past, the cases that were addressed in the workshops have
included both rather low-Z elements, such as neon, and higher-Z ele-
ments, as for instance tungsten. This allowed the largest number of
participants to contribute, since some detailed codes are not able to
deal with high-Z elements. For this edition, the scientific board chose
to limit the studies to one element: iron. Focusing the efforts of the
participants on this sole element allowed us to perform a somewhat
more systematic study. Moreover, iron is a mid-Z element, which
still allows most people to contribute, at least for some of the den-
sity-temperature conditions. Finally, NLTE iron properties have a
number of applications, ranging from astrophysics to the pollution
of tokamak plasmas due to steel impurities. The 63 cases of interest
for this systematic study are presented in Table 1. They span a broad
range of temperature and density and include cases with a radiation
drive, as well as with re-absorption over a given length. Among the
new challenges of this edition was addressing the high-density
regime, where all kinds of density effects can have an impact on the
results.

TaggedPIn addition to these 63 regular iron cases, 4 experimental emis-
sion spectra were proposed for interpretation. One of these was
from a tokamak experiment [40,41] and the three others were
from laser experiments. The participants were asked to make a
“best-fit” interpretation of the data using their own methodology
and code, in order to grasp an idea of how diverse are the possible
interpretations. Such exercises of interpretation were already per-
Table 1
Table of case definitions of the 9th NLTE workshop. The element under
consideration is iron (ZD26). ne, Te are the free-electron density and
temperature, respectively. TR is the diluted Planckian radiation field
temperature, dilution factor was 0.02. ‘ is the plasma length for the
calculation of plasma re-absorption. λ denotes the wavelengths for
the calculation of emissivity spectra.

ne (cm¡3) 1014, 1019, 1022, 1024

Te (eV) 30, 60, 120, 200, 400, 700, 1000, 2000, 4000
TR (eV) 0, 250 (only for ne D1019)
‘ (cm) 0, 0.1 (only for ne D1019)
λ (A

�
;) 1.5 to 2 (DλD2:10¡4), 10 to 18 (DλD2:10¡3)

FLYCHK [28] H.-K. Chungc

FOCH [29] M. Belkhirio ,M. Poiriero

HULLAC [15,30] M. Busquetq , D. Gilleso

JATOM [31] A. Sasakir

NOHEL in [10] A. Decostera

NOMAD [32] Yu. Ralchenkoi

OPAZ C. Blancarda, Ph. Coss�ea,
G. Faussuriera

SCRAM/SCSF [33�35] S. B. Hansene

SCRIC [36] F. de Gaufridyj

SEMILLAC [37,38] Y. Franks

SPECL Z. Wum

THERMOS [39] V. Novikovt, A. Solomyannayat,
I. Vichevt
F
D
t
a
L
c
t
o
[2
TaggedPformed in previous workshops [6] and aim to evaluate how effec-
tively the codes can be used to diagnose NLTE plasma experiments.

TaggedPFinally, it was proposed to the participants to compute 4 particu-
lar cases (ne D1014;1024 cm¡3 and Te D2000;4000 eV) using a mini-
mal set of atomic levels, for which the level data and transition rates
were given. The data for these “mini-test-cases” were generated
using the FAC code.

TaggedPFig. 1 displays the NLTE-9 plasma conditions (for cases with-
out any radiation drive) with the regions corresponding to
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TaggedPdifferent physical situations, such as coronal equilibrium, LTE, or
the region in which density affects strongly the shell structure.
As can be seen in this figure, the test cases cover all of these sit-
uations and a wide variety of modeling issues were addressed in
this workshop.

TaggedPSubmissions from 53modeling options of 23 different codes were
gathered in the workshop database (see Table 2). The workshop is
now mainly oriented towards the modeling of NLTE plasmas
through the direct solution of the collisional-radiative (CR) set of
equations (steady-state or time-dependent, see, for example, [42]),
rather than through the use of effective temperatures. All the pro-
posed modeling options however differ in a number of ways, as
for instance their statistical treatment of the atomic energy levels,
statistical completeness, method of choosing the set of levels,
approximations for the cross-sections of the various processes,
etc. They also differ as regards the numerical methods used for
the computation of the transition rates or for the solution of the
CR equation set.

TaggedPConcerning the coarseness of the statistical treatment of the
atomic levels, one can roughly distinguish a few categories:

TaggedP� Average-Atom (AA) codes (ATMED, NOHEL, THERMOS, etc.)
TaggedP� Configuration and/or Superconfiguration codes (AVERROES,
some options of ATOMIC, etc.)

TaggedP� Detailed Level Accounting codes, which are usually either based
on FAC (CRAC, FOCH, NOMAD), HULLAC (CORH9, JATOM), Cow-
an’s code [43] or RATS [18,19] (the latter two codes in connec-
tion with ATOMIC calculations)

TaggedP� Hybrid codes, which mix different levels of details (SCRAM,
some options of FLYCHK, CRETIN, DEDALE, etc.)

TaggedPAs regards the approach to the electronic structure of the atom,
some codes implement a quantum calculation, some use a
Fig. 2. (Color online) Charge state distributions (CSDs) and fractional ionization and reco
(a) ne D1019 cm¡3 without radiation drive, (b) ne D1019 cm¡3 with radiation drive, and (c) n
course zero for bare and H-like ions. PI denotes photoionization, which is non-zero only in
respectively.
TaggedPsemiclassical approach [39] while some others use a semi-empirical
Screened Hydrogenic Model [44,45]. With respect to the calculation
of the cross-sections of the various atomic processes, some codes
use approximate quantum calculations (such as the Born approxi-
mation [46] or distorted waves [47] for the collisional excitation
cross-sections), whereas other codes use semi-empirical formulas
(such as van Regemorter’s [48]).

TaggedPSuch a variety in the complexity and degree of sophistication of
the codes indeed reflects the diversity of their applications. Some
codes are designed to perform the most precise calculations of the
CR equilibrium (ATOMIC, AVERROES...). Other codes aim to perform
rapid calculations, and are intended to be run inline in line-transfer
or radiation-hydrodynamics simulations (NOHEL, FLYCHK, CRETIN,
DEDALE, THERMOS...). The latter often use simplified models for the
cross-sections of the various collisional and radiative transitions.
Moreover, some codes are designed to diagnose plasma using high-
resolution spectroscopy whereas others are designed to give an
estimate of broad-band radiative properties.

3. Discussion of results

3.1. ne D1014 and 1019 cm¡3 cases

TaggedPSuch low-density plasmas may be relevant to tokamak physics,
or to some astrophysical applications such as the solar corona. The
lowest-density case, namely ne D1014 cm¡3; without any radiation
drive, is typical of the so-called low-density coronal limit (see, for
instance, [49],x5-5). In the coronal limit, the excitation channels are
dominated by collisional excitation (CE) as the radiation field is neg-
ligible, and the de-excitation channels are dominated by spontane-
ous emission (SE) as the electron density is low. Recombination is
dominated by radiative recombination (RR) and dielectronic recom-
bination (DR). Among the dominant ionization channels is collisional
mbination rates, from the various NLTE codes for three different Te D700 eV cases
e D1022 cm¡3. CI denotes collisional ionization. AI denotes autoionization, which is o
the (b) case. RR, 3R and DR denote radiative, 3-body, and dielectronic recombinations
:
f
,
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TaggedPionization (CI), but as soon as complex ions are involved, the
contribution of excitation-autoionization (EA) channels cannot be
neglected (see [50,51]). These are mostly collisional excitations to
autoionizing levels from the ground states and in the present cases,
they often dominate. In case of a low-density coronal plasma, the
charge state distribution (CSD) only depends on the electron
temperature, and not on the electron density. Indeed, most of the
codes give mean ionizations at ne D1019 cm¡3 that differ from that
at ne D1014 cm¡3 only at low temperatures (mean ionizations differ
by less than 5% for Te � 200 eV). For instance, it is shown in Fig. 2a,
that at ne D1019 cm¡3; Te D700 eV; the CR equilibrium still mainly
consists of a balance between EA and CI on one hand, and DR and RR
on the other hand.

TaggedPMean ionizations from the various NLTE codes are displayed
as a function of the free-electron temperature in Figs. 3 and 4
for the ne D1014 and 1019 cm¡3 cases, respectively. Significant dis-
agreement among codes is observed in both cases, except at tem-
peratures that correspond to closed-shell configurations (i.e. Ne-
like and He-like). The false impression of agreement within a
denser array of curves is due to the presence of multiple submis-
sions from a few codes (included for didactic purposes). In the
past, such disagreements at low density were studied for argon
cases [14]. By simply switching off the EA/DR accounting, they
were shown to be mostly related to the modeling of EA/DR chan-
nels. Here, the highest outlier corresponds to a modeling option
ig. 3. Mean ionization as a function of free-electron temperature, from the various
LTE codes for the ne D1014 cm¡3 cases.

ig. 4. Mean ionization as a function of free-electron temperature, from the various
LTE codes for the ne D1019 cm¡3 cases, without a radiation drive.

Fig. 5. Mean ionization as a function of free-electron temperature, from the various
NLTE codes for the ne D1019 cm¡3 cases, with a diluted Planckian external radiation
drive (temperature TR D250 eV and dilution factor of 0.02). Some outliers that do not
seem to have considered the right problem were removed from this comparison.
F
N

F
N

TaggedPwhere all EA/DR transitions are disregarded. Among the lowest
outliers are the AA codes based on the Albritton�Wilson [52]
approach to the EA/DR. Agreement around ions with closed-shell
ground configurations may stem from the closing of the Coster-
Kronig channels (i.e. DnD0 AI/DR, [53]) in closed-shell configura-
tions (see [14]). Indeed, the accounting for Coster�Kronig channels
is among the main differences between models. In some models,
especially those in which levels are binned into Layzer complexes,
these transitions are often simply disregarded. In the case of charge
states above Li-like, the AI/DR total rate drops down (see Fig. 2).
Ultimately, AI from H-like to bare ion and its inverse are of course
not possible. This also tends to improve agreement when CSDs are
centered on the He-like ion.

TaggedPWhen the external radiation drive is considered (Planckian at
TR D250 eV; with a dilution factor of 0.02), the rise of photoioniza-
tion (PI) and photoexcitation (PE) to autoionizing levels results in
larger mean ionization (see Fig. 2b). Mean ionizations from the var-
ious NLTE codes are displayed as a function of the free-electron
temperature in Fig. 5 for the 1019 cm¡3 case with external radiation
drive. Most of the codes yield CSDs that are centered on Be-like to
He-like ions, over the whole temperature range. As can be seen in
Fig. 2b, for Li-like to bare ions, the balance proceeds from a compe-
tition between CI and PI on one hand and RR on the other. Be-like
and more complex ions remain mainly driven by EA/DR. The Li-like
ground state has an ionization threshold around 2 keV, which is
much closer to the frequency range of the radiation drive than the
threshold of the He-like (around 8¡9 keV). This may explain why
ionization from Li- to He-like mainly occurs through PI. Again,
the agreement between codes gradually improves as the He-like
charge state is reached.

TaggedPConcerning the case with re-absorption, the prescribed re-
absorption length of 1mm was actually too short to observe signifi-
cant effects. We therefore do not consider a separate analysis for this
case.

TaggedPFinally, in both low density cases, the disagreement in radia-
tive power losses (RPLs) can typically reach a factor of 10
(excluding the contributions that had obvious units issues). As
an example, Fig. 6 displays the RPLs from the various codes as
functions of the electron temperature, in the 1019 cm¡3 case
(without radiation drive). There, one can see the effect of the shell
structure on the RPL. Moreover, it is worth noting that the dis-
agreements in RPL can be largest at temperatures that correspond
to closed-shell configurations, where the disagreements on the
mean ionization are minimal.



Fig. 6. Radiative power loss (RPL) as a function of free-electron temperature, from the
various NLTE codes for the ne D1019 cm¡3 cases, without a radiation drive.

Fig. 7. Mean ionization as a function of free-electron temperature, from the various
NLTE codes for the ne D1022 cm¡3 cases.
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Fig. 8. Top: K-shell spectrum of the ne D1022 cm¡3; Te D2 keV case (close to He-like)
An arbitrary 20 eV broadening has been applied for the sake of comparison between
the different codes. Bottom: L-shell spectrum of the ne D1022 cm¡3; Te D200 eV case
(close to Ne-like). An arbitrary 15 eV broadening has been applied for the sake o
comparison between the different codes.
3.2. ne D1022 cm¡3 case

TaggedPThis case includes density/temperature conditions that are typi-
cal for NLTE radiation hydrodynamics applications to laser-created
plasmas. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the agreement in the mean ioniza-
tion is better than for the lowest two densities. This can be explained
by the collisional processes, which compete with AI/DR for complex
ions, and even dominate in some models (see Fig. 2c). For He-like to
bare ions, 3-body recombination (3R) competes with the RR, which
dominates at lower densities.

TaggedPNot only the mean ionizations, but also the RPLs, are in rather
good agreement. These agree within a factor of 2, which is typically
the best agreement we can reach for an LTE calculation (see next sec-
tion). Moreover, the agreement in RPL seems qualitatively indepen-
dent of the closed-shell effects, that is, RPLs from the various codes
seem to roughly differ by multiplicative constants.

TaggedPIn order to go a little further into the detail of the radiative prop-
erties, Fig. 8 shows the K� and L�shell spectra of the Te D2 keV and
200 eV cases, respectively. In both of these cases, we obtain rather
good agreement among the codes in the mean ionization (see Fig. 7).
The case of Te D200 eV is quite close to LTE, whereas the Te D2 keV
case is relatively insensitive to the AI/DR (see Fig. 1). The calculated
strengths from the various codes for the Ka feature at Te D2 keV; as
well as for the 2¡3 features at Te D200 eV are within a factor of 2,
which seems consistent with the level of agreement in the RPL.
Fig. 9. Cases of intermediate density ne D1022 cm¡3. Total statistical weights from a
subset of the NLTE codes, among which a quantitative agreement is found. The stan
dard deviation on Z* among the results is displayed on top. It remains below one
charge state over the whole temperature range.
.

f

TaggedPFinally, it is worth noting the large spread of total statistical weights
among the codes, spanning over 9 decades, even when one disre-
gards the outliers (see Fig. 9). This may indicate that statistical com-
pleteness is not crucially required in order to model the plasma CR
equilibrium in this regime. Here, a limited number of well-chosen
-
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TaggedPlevels seem enough to capture the channels that are relevant to the
CR equilibrium over a broad range of temperatures.

3.3. ne D1024 cm¡3 case

TaggedPThis high density case is relevant to all applications that involve
near-solid-density plasmas, such as Inertial Confinement Fusion, or
stellar astrophysics. At such high densities, all kinds of density
effects are to be expected, including massive 3-body recombination,
electron and ion Stark broadening of lines, merging of lines into
unresolved arrays, and pressure ionization.

TaggedPThe impact of high density on the electronic structure of atoms in
a plasma is a long-standing issue of plasma physics, and remains an
open question. This issue is usually addressed in the context of plas-
mas in thermodynamic equilibrium, for which ever more sophisti-
cated models are proposed. Indeed, dense plasmas are most often
strongly dominated by collisional processes with thermalized free
electrons, which results in LTE. However, an intermediate regime
exists, in which plasmas are not fully in LTE and yet the density has
an impact on the electronic structure. Several physical pictures are
candidates for describing dense plasmas. Among them is the notion
of continuum lowering [54,55], and various self-consistent models
of atoms inspired by solid state physics [39,56�61]. These pictures
often produce contradictory results and it is hard to identify which
one constitutes a realistic description of dense plasmas, if one of
them does. Recently, experiments have attempted to tackle the
high-density regime using X-ray Free Electron Lasers [62], or laser-
induced shock compression [63].

TaggedPDue to the theoretical and practical complexity of some
approaches, only a few of them are actually used in NLTE modeling
and one often resorts to the simplest heuristic approaches. Among
the codes, the impact of density on the atomic shell structure is
accounted for in quite different ways, ranging from rather involved
models such as the quasizone model [39] to purely heuristic degen-
eracy reduction [26,64], or even a simple rule of thumb for the limi-
tation of the maximum principal quantum number.

TaggedPFig. 10 shows the mean ionization curves from the various NLTE
codes. This figure also shows the mean ionization stemming from a
non-relativistic version of Liberman’s INFERNO model [58], using two
different definitions of the mean ionization (see Fig. 10 caption).
Despite its known thermodynamic inconsistency issue in the low-
temperature/high-density regime [61], this equilibrium model is
ig. 10. (Color online) Mean ionization as a function of free-electron temperature for
e ne D1024 cm¡3 cases, from the various NLTE codes and from the INFERNO model.
FERNO 1 denotes the curve obtained using the definition: Z� D Z¡Nbound; where Nbound

the total population of bound states. INFERNO 2 denotes the curve obtained using the
efinition: Z� D

ffiffi
2

p
T3=2

p2ni
I1=2

m
T

� �
; where I1/2 is the Fermi integral of order 1/2, and where

is the chemical potential, T is the temperature, and ni is the ion density, all in atomic
nits.
F
th
IN
is
d
m
u

TaggedPoften used in equation-of-state calculations and includes a rather
involved accounting for the density effects, inspired by solid-state
physics.

TaggedPUnfortunately, mean ionization is not identically defined in every
model, and one should be careful when comparing mean ionizations
from models that are not based on the same physical picture of an
atom in a plasma. In particular, in quantum models, the definition of
mean ionization does not always rely on an observable of quantum
mechanics.

TaggedPIn this workshop, most of the NLTE models are based on the pic-
ture of an ideal gas mixture of point-like ions and free electrons.
The internal electronic structure of ions is that of free ions, possibly
corrected to account for the impact of density. In the limit of ther-
modynamic equilibrium, all the species tend to be in chemical equi-
librium, i.e. the model tends to a Saha model. In these models, the
mean ionization is the ratio of the population of free electrons to the
total population of ions, which are well-defined quantities.

TaggedPBy contrast, in the INFERNO model, no distinction among electrons
is in principle relevant. Using definition 1, displaced continuum elec-
trons in the vicinity of nuclei are categorized as free electrons, and
the mean ionization jumps each time a populated bound state disap-
pears. In this respect, the present mean ionization could be viewed
as an upper bound for the mean ionization of Saha-like models. Defi-
nition 2 corresponds to only considering as free, those electrons that
are not polarized by the ions. Qualitatively, we can then expect the
mean ionization of the Saha-like models that account for density
effects to be located somewhere in between the two curves.

TaggedPAt the lowest temperatures, typically below 200 eV, the radia-
tive processes are negligible for both de-excitation and recombi-
nation. Processes that are in detailed balance strongly dominate
and it can be confirmed with the level populations that the
plasma is in LTE, for which the level populations are independent
of the rates. However, a large spread among the results is
observed. This is due to differences in accounting for density
effects on the shell structure, which are strong in these cases.
Indeed, these temperatures correspond to matter densities above
solid density. It is worth noting that among the lowest outliers
are all the models that do not account for any impact of density
on the electronic structure. In these models, the effect of 3R
results in low mean ionizations at high densities.

TaggedPAt higher temperatures, agreement among the NLTE codes
improves. This agreement among NLTE codes can be explained by
the fact that the plasma is still in LTE, whereas the density effects on
the shell structure decrease. As the mean ionization increases, the
remaining bound electrons are statistically localized on core shells,
which are less impacted by density. On the other hand, the higher
the mean ionization, the lower the ion density at a given electron
density. The Wigner�Seitz radius then increases with temperature
(at 1 keV, the matter density is about half the solid density).

TaggedPAt temperatures above 1 keV, the agreement among NLTE codes
holds but disagreement with the INFERNO curves is observed. The dis-
agreement with INFERNO is due to a gradual departure from LTE.

TaggedPAt temperatures between 400 eV and 1 keV, the plasma is
near LTE and density is not dramatically affecting the shell struc-
ture. The calculated RPLs in these cases typically agree within a
factor of 2. This gives an idea of the level of agreement that is
achieved for the RPL, independently of density effects and NLTE
modeling issues. At the lowest temperatures, for which density
affects the shell structure, disagreement typically reaches a fac-
tor of 10 in the RPL.

3.4. Tokamak spectrum

TaggedPThe experimental tokamak spectrum proposed for “best-fit”
interpretation is shown in Fig. 11. It was obtained on the TORE
SUPRA facility and was provided by O. Marchuk [40,41]. The plasma



Fig. 11. Tokamak experimental spectrum and “best-fit” interpretations from the NLTE
codes. For sake of readability, only codes performing a detailed accounting of the main
lines are shown. The spectroscopic notation of [65] is used.

Fig. 12. Charge state distributions (CSDs) corresponding to the “best-fit” interpreta-
tions of the tokamak spectrum.
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Fig. 13. Laser experimental spectra. The spectroscopic notation of [65] is used.
TaggedPdensity conditions (ne »1013¡1014 cm¡3) are very close to coronal
and the results are density-independent. The interpretation there-
fore only consists of determining the plasma temperature.

TaggedPIn the spectrum (see Fig. 11), one can identify E2, M1, and M2
lines due to radiative transitions from metastable fine-structure lev-
els. The shoulder on the red-wing of the W line (i.e. Hea resonance
line) is composed of its Li-like satellites of the type 1s2n‘¡1s2pn‘;
with n � 3. In order to correctly describe this spectrum, it is crucial
to include in the kinetic model a detailed level accounting, at least
for some well-chosen energy levels. The interpretation of the spec-
trum then mainly relies on obtaining a balance between He-like and
Li-like charge states that yields the correct strength ratios between
the W,X,Y,Z lines and the m,t,q,k,j satellites.

TaggedPEight codes participated in this interpretation. One of them
used a fraction of non-Maxwellian free-electrons. The tempera-
tures inferred from the spectrum using the various codes range
from 1.9 keV to 2.2 keV. These temperatures may seem to be in
rather good agreement. However, considering the CSDs (see
Fig. 12), one can see that this temperature spread of about 15%
corresponds to a factor of 3 spread in the He-like to Li-like popu-
lation ratios. As can be seen in Fig. 11, these quite different
results however lead to rather similar spectra. Of course dis-
agreements are mostly in the line strengths. Slight disagreements
are also observed in line positions since some codes use tabu-
lated line positions from the NIST database whereas others rely
Fig. 14. Laser experimental spectrum 1 and “best-fit” interpretations from the NLTE
codes. For sake of readability, only codes performing a detailed accounting of the
main lines are shown. The spectroscopic notation of [65] is used.
TaggedPon FAC calculations, and the spectral range is so narrow that
even the precision of the conversion from energies to wave-
lengths can slightly affect the positions.

3.5. Laser spectra

TaggedPThe laser spectra proposed for “best-fit” interpretation are shown
in Fig. 13. These were obtained on the Nike laser facility and were
provided by Y. Aglitskiy. They are published here for the first time.
Among the main features of the spectra, one can identify the Hea
resonance and intercombination lines (W and Y), as well as Li-like
satellites of the Hea resonance line. The He-like levels which pro-
duce the X and Z lines of the tokamak spectrum are much less popu-
lated in the present case. The collisional de-excitation channels are
indeed much larger than the E1-forbidden radiative decays, since
the free-electron density is much larger.

TaggedPEight contributions were submitted for these cases. The tempera-
tures inferred from spectrum 1 using the various codes range from
1.4 keV to 2.0 keV. For spectrum 2, they range from 1.0 keV to
1.5 keV and, for spectrum 3, they range from 1.4 keV to 1.7 keV. We
then have deviations of about 20% in Te among the interpretations.

TaggedPOn the other hand, the inferred electron densities span two
orders of magnitude. The line widths in these spectra are mainly
related to macroscopic plasma effects as well as spectrometer reso-
lution rather than solely to the Stark broadening and therefore do
not provide precise information about the electron density of the
plasma. Thus, the estimate of the plasma density, just as the estimate



Fig. 16. He-like and H-like ionization potentials for the Te D2keV mini-test-cases.
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TaggedPof the temperature, relies on the study of line-intensity ratios. In
the regime of interest for these experiments, the CSD is in large part
driven by CI and 3R (Li-like to H-like ions). The effects of electron
density and temperature on CI/3R can partially compensate each
other, if one increases both the electron density and temperature.
Similar results may then be obtained from higher-density/higher-
temperature pairs as well as for lower-density/lower-temperature
pairs. However, with such a small number of contributions, no clear
correlation between the inferred temperature and density is found.

TaggedPAgain, it can be checked in Fig. 14 that the different interpreta-
tions, with such different densities, lead to quite similar spectra.

3.6. Mini-test-cases

TaggedPThe mini-test-cases are four chosen cases from Table 1, namely
the ne D1014;1024 cm¡3; Te D2;4 keV cases, for which the set of
energy levels and atomic physics data were given. The levels are the
22 fine-structure levels of the He-like and H-like configurations 1s2,
1s2‘, 2‘2‘0, 1s, 2‘, as well as the bare ion level. The data included
labels, parities, degeneracies and energies of the levels, as well as
the rates of resonant processes and tabulated values of cross-sec-
tions for non-resonant processes. All of these data were computed
by E. Stambulchik using cFAC [66], a modified version of the FAC
code [16]. Starting from these data, the participants were asked to
calculate the CR equilibrium case using their own methods of com-
puting the rates of non-resonant processes, of accounting for density
effects, of solving the CR set of equations, and of calculating the
emissivity. Contributions of eight codes were gathered for these
mini-test-cases. Some of the participants had in fact used their own
atomic data obtained either from HULLAC or from FAC. In the latter
case, the data were quite close, but still non-identical, to those that
were given.

TaggedPIn all of these mini-test-cases, the considered charge states range
from He-like to bare ion. Moreover, the given set only includes auto-
ionizing levels with electrons on the L shell (He-like 2‘2‘0 levels). For
these reasons, dielectronic processes play a relatively minor role in
the ionization balance, which mostly proceeds from a competition
between CI and RR. The spread among the mean ionizations reaches
0.15, in the ne D1024 cm¡3; Te D4 keV case. As can been seen in
Fig. 15, this moderate spread however corresponds to a significant
disagreement in the CSD. This disagreement may be related to differ-
ences in the rates of non-resonant processes (RR, CE, CI and their
inverse processes). The calculation of these rates requires integra-
tion over energy of the product of a particle flux and a cross-section.
In the framework of the mini-test-case, the values of the cross-
sections are provided at some sampling points. In order to perform
ig. 15. Charge state distributions (CSDs) for the ne D1024 cm¡3; Te D4 keV mini-test-
se.
F
ca
TaggedPthe integration, one can either integrate between the sampling
points using some interpolation scheme, or fit some analytical for-
mula on the sampling points and then use an analytical form of
the integral. In general, performing the integral up to infinity is
necessary and one needs to extrapolate, using an asymptotic form
of the cross-section. The method of performing the numerical
integration, and the choice of a particular asymptotic form of the
cross-section, can significantly affect the rate evaluations. The fact
that the disagreement is more pronounced at the higher density and
temperature may indicate that it is mostly due to collisional pro-
cesses. At high densities, the accounting for density effects on the
shell structure (see Fig. 16) may also have a significant impact on
the level energies and thus on the populations, through detailed
balance.

TaggedPEven in a case for which a good agreement is found in the kinet-
ics, such as ne D1014 cm¡3; Te D2 keV (mean ionization spread of
0.02, very similar CSDs), the RPLs disagree significantly. The spread
among Bremsstrahlung contributions to the RPL is about 30%, which
is likely due to the use of different Gaunt factors.

4. Conclusions

TaggedPThe series of NLTE workshops offers a kind of realistic picture
of science, without hiding its share of scientific errors, theoretical
deficiencies, technical bugs, or naive questions. Of course, the
global methodology of these workshops has both advantages and
drawbacks.

TaggedPAmong the drawbacks is some normalizing tendency. Partici-
pants tend to develop similar modeling options (use of ionization
potential depression, decreasing number of AA codes in favor of con-
figuration or superconfiguration codes, etc.) or to use similar tools
(generalized use of FAC). Even the format of the submission data can
strongly influence the participants, since it is not equally suited to
all models. It should be noted, however, that even when using simi-
lar atomic physics data, some spread among the results remains,
leading to deeper investigations of the underlying methods and
their impact on the results.

TaggedPThis kind of workshop remains essential to people involved in
NLTE plasmas modeling. It allows them to test their models and
numerical codes, which is particularly important in a field lacking in
reference databases and benchmark experiments. Although it
remains mostly limited to “code-to-code” comparisons, some actual
issues of NLTE plasma modeling can be addressed in this workshop.

TaggedPThis workshop is also a periodic event that stimulates the devel-
opment of numerical tools, asking slightly different questions each
time. Due to the diversity of the applications of NLTE plasmas phys-
ics, this workshop is finally an opportunity for distinct research
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TaggedPcommunities to meet, including those of laser-created plasmas, X-
ray sources, tokamak physics, and astrophysical plasmas.

TaggedPThe rate of progress over the last couple of workshops may
seem to have diminished. This probably indicates that progress is
occurring slowly on some known issues such as balance between
accuracy and statistical completeness, or better accounting for the
EA/DR channels (even in the coronal limit). On the other hand, there
remain a lot of relevant issues, which have not been addressed in
these workshops. Among these are for instance the effect of non-
Maxwellian free-electron distributions, systematic studies of exter-
nal radiation drive, time-dependent CR modeling, and the impact of
uncertainties in the atomic data on the results of CR models.

TaggedPWe also note that practically all considered cases of the present
edition actually produced relevant comparisons. Focusing our efforts
on only one element in order to perform a systematic study gave us
more useful points of comparison for the analyses. The interpreta-
tion of experimental spectra gathered a greater number of contribu-
tions than in previous editions. During this edition, we also
addressed some topics more deeply than in the previous ones, such
as density effects in NLTE plasmas, which for sure need to be even
further explored. A new comparison method was also introduced:
the use of “mini-test-cases”, which allowed us to investigate the
impact of cross-section interpolation methods and asymptotic forms
on the CR modeling.
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